1. Introduction

Project 2 Outlook (P2O) will help Microsoft Project users to improve
project communication by exporting MS Project tasks and information
to MS Outlook Task or Appointments. Users don’t need special skills and
most will use the product without referring to this guide; but just in
case. Note: For the best performance start Outlook before using P2O.

2. The P2O menu

P2O is automatically loaded when you open Ms Project (2010 or 2013).
The add-in can be found under the M5 Tools menu.

Upon starting, the application defaults to:
Exporting to your default Outlook Calendar (called “Calendar”)
Exporting based on user highlighted (or selected) tasks.
If you click Export you will export the currently highlighted Microsoft
Project Tasks to your default calendar, simple isn’t it!
2.1. P2O Configuration
The figure below shows the Export Configuration screen, the following
table describes the function of the configuration options.
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Option Title

Default
Unchecked

(cont.)
Unchecked

Checked

Checked

Unchecked

Unchecked

Unchecked

Unchecked

°•°

°•°

Calendar

Selection
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Purpose
Checked: Inactive tasks are not
exported.
Unchecked: Active & Inactive tasks
are exported.
Checked: Completed task or resource
assignments are not exported.
Unchecked: In-progress and
Completed tasks are exported.
Checked: Exported tasks appear as
Busy appointments in Outlook.
Unchecked: Exported tasks appear as
Free appointments in Outlook
Checked: Split tasks are exported as
separate appointments
Unchecked: Split tasks appear as one
Outlook appointment or task.
Checked: Milestone tasks appear as
All-Day Outlook appointments
Unchecked: Milestone tasks appear
in Outlook as appointments starting
and finishing at the project’s default
start time.
Checked: Minimise output to the
Notes field.
Unchecked: The Notes field will be
enriched by P2O.
Fields 2 Field(F2F) is a Notes field
enrichment utility.
Checked: Included the Task Number
in the Task Name (eg “1. Task Name”)
Unchecked: The Task Name is
exported without the Task Number.
Checked: The Milestone Markers
(start & end) are used for all tasks.
Unchecked: Milestone Markers are
only used for Milestone Tasks
An identifier placed in-front of the
exported Task Name. This allows
exporters to include a Project Code in
task descriptions.
An identifier appended to the
exported Task Name. This allows
exporters to include a Project Code in
task descriptions.
Shows the folder where exported
Tasks will be placed. Use the button
at the end of this field to select.
If the folder is an Outlook Calendar
then Outlook appointments will be
created.
If the folder is an Outlook Task folder
then Outlook Tasks will be created.
Tasks to be exported will be selected
based this option.
“Currently Selected… ”: Highlighted
items will be exported.
“Flag…”: Selections will be based on
the Yes/No status of the selected Flag
column. Use Flags to save selections
between exports.

n/a

Cancel P2O configuration changes.

n/a

Update the P2O configuration
settings.
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2.2. Exporting Tasks

The Export button executes the export according to the configuration
settings selected in “Configure Export”. For ease; the central panel
shows the current Outlook Folder and Export Selection method.

The central panel also allows users to email appointments & tasks to
assigned resources.
2.3. Export Manager

The Export Manager (shown below) is displayed after clicking the
Manage Exports ribbon button.

The Export Manager history uses the following tree structure for P2O
exports.

If the “eMail Task Assignments 2 Resources” option is selected the
export will have a leading “(e)”. Outlook cancellations will be sent for emailed
tasks and appointments when deleted in the Export Manager.

The “Outlook Item Type” is either:
(Appt) Outlook appointments were created.
(Task) -

Outlook Tasks were created.

Outlook Tasks are created if an Outlook Task Folder is selected as the
Target Output folder, similarly for Outlook Appointments.
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3. Types of Export

P2O supports two types of export: 1) Ad-Hoc and 2) Preserved.
Ad-Hoc Exports are useful when you need to export to satisfy nonstandard requests. Preserved requests satisfy regular and unanticipated
information needs. The following sections explain setting up and using
both types of export.

3.1. Ad-Hoc exports

When P2O is in Ad-Hoc mode it will export the currently highlighted
tasks from Microsoft Project. You can highlight individual lines by
pressing the Ctrl key and clicking the task rows required.

3.2. Preserved exports

P2O supports exports based on the status of a user selected Microsoft
Project Custom Flag field. The selections made in the Custom Flag field
are saved in the project schedule (.mpp file); this approach significantly
reduces the effort associated with highlighting tasks for export and
introduces the flexibility needed to export different tasks to distinct
stakeholder groups. For example, one custom field could be used to
select milestones for export to senior project members whilst another
custom field could be used for a department specific export.
Process Overview:
There are 5 steps required to execute a Preserved Export:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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Setup a Custom Flag
Add the Custom Flag to the Gantt Chart view
Make Custom Flag selections
Configure P2O
Export
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3.2.1. Setup a Custom Flag

Microsoft Project supports custom fields; these are fields available to
enhance the information stored about Tasks and Resources.
Custom Fields can be one of 9 types (Cost, Date, Duration, Finish, Flag,
Number, Start, Text or Outline Code); P2O uses Custom Fields of type
‘Flag’ (Flag1 – Flag20) to support Preserved Exports.
To setup a Custom Field of type Flag:
(For this example we will setup a new Flag field called “Export for Sales”)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the Project tab in Microsoft Project
Select Custom Fields (the Custom Fields dialog will appear)
Ensure the Task radio button is selected (not Resource)
Select Flag from the Type dropdown box.

The Field list now shows a list of 20 Flags named Flag1…Flag20.
Flags that are being used will show the Flag name in brackets, for
example, the screen-shot below shows both Flag1 & Flag 2 have
been renamed (using the Rename button) to “Export for Board” and
“Export for Dept. Heads” respectively. For our exercise we are going
to setup a new Field “Export for Sales” against Flag 3.
(Note: if you are not owner of the Project document you are updating, check with the
owner if they have used the Custom Flag you intend to use!)

5. Select Flag 3
6. Click the Rename button and in the Rename Field dialog enter
the name you’d like for the field (“Export for Sales” in our
example)
7. Click OK (you return to the Custom Field dialog)
8. Click OK
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3.2.2. Add the Custom Flag
to the Gantt Chart view

Now the Custom Field (“Export for Sales”) has been created we need to
add it to the Gantt Chart view so we can select the tasks to export. To
add the field to the Gantt Chart view:
1. Click the Task tab
2. Click the Gantt Chart icon in the View group. (If you are already
in the Gantt Chart view nothing will change).
3. Right-mouse-click and column heading to bring up the context
menu.

4. Select Insert Column
5. Scroll down and select the Flag column you have added (it is
listed under “Export for Sales” in our example.
If you cannot find the field return the Step 3.2.1 and ensure your
screen matches the screen capture in that section; then return to
this step and carefully check for the field.
Once the field is added all of the values should be automatically set
to “No”, if the field has not been used before. If any of the values
are “Yes” check with the person that created the project schedule or
repeat step 3.2.1 with a different Custom Flag field.
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3.2.3. Make Custom Flag
selections

You are now ready to select the tasks that will be exported. For any task
you wish to export do the following:
1. Click in the Custom Flag cell e.g. “Export for Sales” in our
example.
2. The field will automatically list the available options (Yes/No).
3. Select Yes

3.2.4. Configure P2O

We are ready to configure P2O to export our selection based on the
custom flag field.
1. Select the M5 Tools tab
2. Click the “Configure Export” button
3. The Project 2 Outlook - Configuration dialog will be displayed
(described in Section 2.1 above).
4. Select the Export Selection Based On dropdown box.
5. Select the Custom Flag you created (in our example “Export for
Sales”).
Select an Appointment folder or a Task folder, the default for the
Target Outlook Folder is “Calendar”.
6.

3.2.5. Export

Select Update.

1. Click Export
After the Project2Outlook confirmation dialog appears.
2. Click OK
Project tasks set to “Yes” now appear as tasks or appointments in
Outlook (depending on your Target Outlook Folder choice).
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4. What’s exported?

The location of information in Project Tasks and Outlook is described
below. The screen-captures also highlight how Manually Scheduled
Tasks are managed and appear in Outlook.
The first image below is from Microsoft Project.

The image below is the result of selecting an Outlook Calendar Folder.

The image below is the result of selecting an Outlook Task Folder.

Note: Milestone Tasks Start and Finish Time is set to the Default Start
Time that Microsoft Project used for the tasks (default 08:00) unless
Milestones are exported as All Day Tasks (see section “2.1. P2O
Configuration”).
The first task is a Milestone and therefore has no user specified Start or
Finish time in MS Project; therefore the default start time is used.
Selecting the P2O option “Milestones Export As All Day Appointments ” will
result in Milestones created as All-Day Outlook appointments.
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4. What’s exported?
(Continued…)

The Outlook Appointment for MS Project Task #1 is shown below.

The Outlook Task for MS Project Task #1 is below

Notice that the information exported is appropriate to the type of
Outlook item you want to create. For example, if you create an Outlook
Task, the %Completed and Status fields are used to create the task.
However, for Outlook appointments %Complete and Status are not
used. To enrich the content of the Notes field please use our P2O add-in
“Fields 2 Field” (F2F).
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5. Export Manager

Export Manager is a powerful tool for:



Viewing exports (grouped by MS Project file) -andViewing Outlook items (Tasks or Appointments) created

The ‘exports’ are the lowest level of the hierarchy, once clicked the
Outlook items created by the export appear in the list on the right.
Selection of an export will enable the action buttons so you can view
and delete as required. The table below explains the purpose of the
action buttons.

Deleting appointments

View/Edit Appointments
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Button

Active

Purpose

Delete Exported
Items from
Outlook

When an
export is
selected

Deletes all items created by P2O
for the selected export.
Select “Confirm Before Deleting
Each Item” to delete specific
items.

View Outlook
Folder

When an
export is
selected

Displays the Outlook folder that
contains the items created by the
export.

Selecting an item from the Outlook Items list will display the associated
Outlook item (this is the equivalent of opening the item from the
Outlook Folder). You will be able to manage the item using Outlook
functionality (including editing and deletion).
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6. Export 101
Task Assignments & Option
impact

This section explains what happens if a user chooses to email items and
ignore completed tasks. P2O will review the Task Assignments in MS
Project and only email appointments where the task assignment is not
completed. See the following scenario which illustrates this:

Task
Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Task
Activity 1
Activity 2
Activity 3

Resources
Assigned
R1, R2
R1, R3
R4

Task Assignment
Completion
R1 (100%), R2 (25%)
R1 (0%), R3 (90%)
R4 (100%)

P2O emails

Resources
Assigned
R1, R2
R1, R3
R4

Task Assignment
Completion
R1 (100%), R2 (25%)
R1 (0%), R3 (90%)
R4 (100%)

P2O emails

R1, R2, R1, - , R3
, R4

- R2 R1, - ,R3
-

As expected, users with outstanding assignments are emailed but users
that have completed their tasks are not emailed about completed work.

Emailing Resources

P2O will export Tasks and Appointments to resources assigned to a
Project task if
 a valid email address is placed in the Resource Sheet –and the “eMail Task Assignments 2 Resources” option is selected.
By default the eMail Address column may not be displayed. To display
the eMail Address Column:
1. Select Resource from the main menu
2. In the View Group (it may read Team Planner) click the dropdown button.
3. Select Resource Sheet
The Resource Sheet will be displayed with any resources used in
your project.
4. Add the eMail Address column if it is not present
a. Right-Mouse-Click the Resource Name column to show
the context menu
b. Select Insert Column from the context menu
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Emailing Resources
(cont.)

c. Type “em” to filter the list that appears. eMail Address
should now be visible in the list of columns to add
d. Click/Select eMail Address to add the column to the
Resource Sheet.
5. Enter valid email address.
You can now use the “eMail Task Assignments 2 Resources” option to
ensure that resources assigned to MS Project Tasks will get an email
with either an appointment or task request when you export.
Note: If you enter incorrect email addresses nothing will be sent to
users.
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